TECHNICAL DATA
Petri dishes:

Any model of 90 mm diameter in plastic.

Carrousel capacity: From 80 to 96 plates according high.
Processing time:

20 minutes complete carrousel.

Attachement:

Can be mounted to any COUNTERMAT FLASH and
FLASH & GO.

Mains:

100/240 V, 50/60 Hz, 500 W.

Dimensions (LxWxH): 840 x 350 x 850 mm
49 Kg

ORDERING INFORMATION

Cat.No.

Basic unit

4300

Hand for Flash & Go

4888

Base for Flash & Go

6082

Flash & Go Software Upgrade for Plate Handler

6016
10200

Information

Plastic carrousel

Contact us in internet.
To see how the instruments works in a multimedia
demonstration, to buy instruments, accessories or
consumables on-line visit our web page:

www.iul-inst.com
The IUL instrument owners who are registered in
our web will have access to extra services like
example of microbiology applications with our
instruments, software updates, direct technical
service and more.
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Weight:

PLATE
HANDLER

Compact carrousel
The Petri plates are stacked in a carrousel that
contains up to 80 (four columns of 20 ). The
carrousel is taken from the
incubator and installed in the unit. The Petri dishes
can have a bar code label to be identified. If
they do not have bar code label, the position of
the Petri plate in the column and the column
itself are used as identification.

Introduce the
carrousel in the unit
and close the door.

Automated counting
The PLATE HANDLER can
be used for different
applications. The first
development is to
automate the colony
counting with the
FLASH & GO.

The lift opens the lid,
reads the bar code
and introduces the Petri
dish in the FLASH & GO.

Built-in bar code
reader
The bar code
reader stops the
rotating movement
when has got the
information. This
information could
be used for
identification
purposes as well as
to give orders to the
counter.

Once
counted the Petri
plate is covered and
stacked again.
When the
work is finished returns
the column to the
carrousel.

Features and operation

Decide the plates to be
processed. The unit
moves the column
on the lift.

